There is one thing you need to make sure of. That RFD TV is keep on the air., Where else can Urban people learn about Rural way of Life, and to also Educated everyone on Where, How, and why, our food is grown and raised that we All eat. We cant lose a TV station that Educate Everyone... As you are aware of the Ranching /Farming familyys need to have this type of TV so they can keep up to speed & also to help them keep educated. Just think with out them a lot of US would not be eating great food , that on the US can Raise and Grow her in the USA.. For all of America, You need to keep RFD TV on the Air,, The next time you have dinner, lunch or breakfast, Just think Where the Food your eating came from, And how RFD TV help to put it there... KEEP RFD TV ON THE AIR

thank-you Zack